Allowing organizations to wirelessly connect
people, devices and things, wherever they
are located - always using the strongest
available mobile network.

CONNECTIVITY ANYWHERE

Poor, broken and hard-to-ﬁnd connectivity are major disruptors for organizations that need reliable,
constant and secure connectivity for remote people, devices and things.
StratusX solutions are successfully giving clients enhanced connectivity, unique security, more control &
lower costs. Our cloud-controlled routers and technology have been successfully deployed since 2020.

THE STRATUSX SOLUTION: CONTROLLED, SECURE, GLOBAL

StratusX technologies combine connectivity and security. StratusX automatic switching between mobile
networks means that the strongest available signal is always found for users, devices and the internetof-things. StratusX unique security means remote access is protected. No more connection through
shared or public routers, no more risk of hacking the system through connected devices.

Cellular networks and the cloud are the future for organizations
to connect users, devices and the internet-of-things

STRATUS XPRESS

Pocket sized, fully
portable and secure
cellular router.

STRATUS XPAND

Integration of StratusX
technology into existing
cellular devices.

STRATUSX TECHNOLOGIES MEET THREE CORE REQUIREMENTS:
CONNECTIVITY, SECURITY AND CONTROL

STRATUSX SOLUTIONS

FULL CONTROL THROUGH A SINGLE PANE OF GLASS

Our cloud-based, cellular driven solution gives the IT department full visibility and control over all devices
and mobile networks, plus security everywhere. All delivered through a single pane of glass.

• Cloud-based provisioning of devices and users
• Parameter-driven conﬁguration and connectivity, including
•
•
•
•

access permissions, geo-location, time, and blacklist sites
Real time information of devices on the network
Manage service quality in real time
Over-the-air settings and conﬁgurations
Reports and support

A SCALABLE, SECURE AND GLOBAL CELLULAR WAN, FULLY VISIBLE AND ALWAYS CONTROLLED BY THE ORGANIZATION

SECURING DATA, APPLICATIONS, USERS AND DEVICES AT THE EDGE
Stratus X technology dramatically reduces the organization’s attack surface by combining the
cellular router, secure web gateway (SWG) and WIFI hotspot in a single cloud-controlled device.
We dramatically reduce the organization’s attack surface through enhanced automatic
veriﬁcation of users & devices, and by eliminating the need for Edge users and devices to
connect to public WIFI, unknown networks, and unsecure access points.

STRATUSX ZERO
TRUST NETWORK
CONNECTIVITY
KEEPS YOU SAFE
AT THE EDGE
With StratusX Zero Trust
Network Connectivity,
organizations and IT Teams
easily deploy a WWAN that
has the unique beneﬁts of:

ZERO TRUST FOR ALL ENVIRONMENTS

Zero Trust Network Access (ZTNA) is an approach to provide secure,
cloud-based access to an organization’s applications, data and
services based on clearly deﬁned control policies. Whilst typical VPNs
grant access to the entire network, ZTNA authenticates the identity,
location, permissions and system conﬁgurations before Edge devices
and users are granted access, and then only as much access as they
need to a limited set of speciﬁc cloud based organizational resources.
But most organizations cannot capitalize on the full beneﬁts of ZTNA
as their data and applications remain in a hybrid environment of
cloud and data centre. This means complete session protection is not
possible, despite using a VPN.
StratusX closes the gap in cloud, data centre & hybrid environments.

Avoiding the threats of
malware, ransomware etc.
because there is never a
reason to use public or
shared WIFI

Having no reliance on, and
being independent of, any
single mobile operator for
connectivity or failover

Centralized SIM management
for simple, quick & low cost
global scaling

IT teams control provisioning
by assigning, swapping, or
revoking SIMs (connectivity)
to devices in real time

CONTACT
info@StratusX.com
2901 Clint Moore Rd, Boca Raton
FL 33496, USA
www.StratusX.com

Our Zero Trust Network Connectivity Wireless Wide Area Network
(WWAN) approach allows organizations to take security a step further.
With StratusX, access to organization infrastructure is only granted if
the access point’s (router and SWG) conﬁguration, service provisioning
(and de-provisioning), service quality, security and monitoring are
veriﬁed and proven to be fully under the control and management
of the organization’s IT team, and that no single network provisioning
service is either relied on or trusted.

STRATUSX REDUCES THE ATTACK SURFACE

StratusX Zero Trust Network Connectivity offers users and devices
immediate, uninterrupted connectivity from anywhere. It prevents
attacks by avoiding users and devices connecting through unknown
access points and networks, and by enabling IT teams to maintain
complete control over access and provisioning.
The explosive growth of external connections through unknown access
points exposes organizations has exposed the limits of traditional
access solutions such as VPNs. VPNs can be hard to scale and can
be easily compromised on shared, public and otherwise uncontrolled
access points. By implementing StratusX and our Zero Trust Network
Connectivity approach, organizations can be conﬁdent that:

• Users or devices can’t even “knock on the door” unless the access
point is known to and controlled remotely by the IT team

• Trafﬁc is masked, to the ISP or network operator

